Participation in this survey is optional. Your responses to these questions are anonymous, and the data will be used to provide feedback to the instructor of this course only. Please return completed forms to CATLOE (LI 69).

For each answer, please fill in marks completely like this: ●

1. The instructor inspires interest in the subject matter of this course.
2. The instructor develops an atmosphere of respect and trust in the class.
3. The course lectures are well organized.
4. The instructor’s explanations of course content clear up points of confusion for me.
5. The instructor uses examples and illustrations that help clarify the topics discussed.
6. The instructor speaks at an appropriate pace during lecture.
7. The instructor speaks at an appropriate volume.
8. The instructor responds to questions effectively.
9. The instructor effectively facilitates learning activities and discussions during class.
10. The instructor facilitates discussion among students, not just between instructor and students.
11. The instructor is available to provide assistance on an individual basis outside of class.
12. I know that I can turn to the Teaching Assistant(s) for help.
13. The instructor clearly communicates the purpose of assignments and instructional activities.
14. The individual course assignments and assessments (papers, reports, projects, exams, etc.) are valuable in helping me learn.
15. The instructor states in advance precisely how my performance on course assignments and assessments will be evaluated.
16. The instructor returns graded assignments and assessments quickly enough to benefit me.
17. This course is challenging me to think.

18. The average number of hours per week that I spend on this course (outside of class time) is about:

19. My classification is:

20. I feel I learn best when I am:
Please press down hard and write inside the boxes below so that your responses will scan clearly.

1. What is going well (i.e., what is helping you learn) in this class?

2. What is the most important thing you are learning in this class?

3. What specific suggestions do you have for the instructor?